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For Effective Call Center Management- 
Part 2, 
Is it Time for your Annual Check Up? 
 
Last month we began to examine how we can truly pay attention to the ‘thousands of moving parts’ in our call 
centers, drive operational innovation and breakthroughs. We examined the ‘best practice’ model and found it 
wanting, as it is often without the required context of the companys’ goals, objectives and real-world issues like 
budgets. In truth the race is against ourselves, even our customers don’t care about our competitors service 
performance, at least not until dealing with us has convinced them to look at switching. We also examined the 
challenges that surround the quintessential ‘To Do’ list; this linear approach gets things done, but usually fails to 
recognize the subtle and discrete connections between all of the moving parts. This can result in fixing a symptom but 
having the patient actually get sicker. 
 
So how do we effectively manage these interconnected processes and systems; the ‘thousands of moving parts’ that 
make up every call center? I suggest that we look at how we manage the most complicated interconnected, 
technology intensive and integrated entity we possess…our bodies. The human body is comprised of ‘thousands of 
moving parts’, interconnected and interdependent systems. While we are the ‘operators’ of our bodies we see an 
expert our physician each year for a check up. This is where we discuss all of the things that aren’t working as we 
would like and look for solutions. We know that the way we operate our bodies results in various outcomes; we are 
genetically predisposed to some diseases and others we cause with our lifestyle and environment. The same is true 
for a call center, the company we work in, even the vertical or industry can make us more susceptible to certain call 
center maladies and others are purely the result of our own actions or inactions.  
 
Just as a complete and thorough physical seeks to assess the function and capabilities of our bodies individual systems, 
our concerns and questions lead a trained professional (our doctor) through a sequence of questions to uncover root 
causes rather than just the symptoms. A call center Strategic Assessment seeks to test and assess all of the systems, 
processes at work in our call center. Completing a call center assessment annually is great way to ensure long term 
sustainability. 
 
The objective of a Strategic Assessment can be simply put in the following four questions; 

1. Are we doing the right things? 
2. Are we doing them in the right way? 
3. Are we doing them in the right location? 
4. Should we be looking at alternatives, for instance outsourcing? 

 
Behind the questions we examine the center against four categories of activity; 

 People, 
 Process, 
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 Technology, 
 Methodology, 

 
These four ‘pillars’ cover all of the activities within a call center and all of the moving parts that we represented in last 
months ‘Clover Leaf’ graphic 
 
 

 
 

The process for assessing your call center employs more than one hundred discrete activities than can be 
represented by the block diagram below; 

 
 
By overlaying the assessment process overtop of the four ‘pillars’ it is possible to produce a report card that 
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illustrates how the center s performing today opposite each of the four ‘pillars’ and to identify the opportunities for 
improvement. In much the same way as your doctor will administer blood tests, x-rays, EEG and EKG tests to 
determine your relative state of health the Strategic Assessment conducts numerous tests to determine the health of 
you contact center. Your doctor then makes recommendations to improve your health; get more exercise, watch 
what you eat etc. The Strategic assessment makes recommendations to improve your call center operational heath; 
fix dysfunctional processes, correct alignment conflicts etc. 
 
A regular annual review/strategic assessment should take between 2 to 5 weeks from start to finish depending on the 
size and complexity of the center, or centers and usually not more than a few hours of management effort to answer 
key questions, a few days (2-5) on site with the assessor inspecting and reviewing key details, stakeholder interviews 
and detail analysis. The final report should be forthcoming with a detailed presentation to senior officers.  
 
A Strategic assessment provides you with a roadmap for operational change that is grounded in your call center, your 
company and your goals and objectives. This degree of specificity isn’t possible through benchmarking or best 
practices alone, but only when completed as a part of an overall assessment.  
 
Failure to conduct regular assessments of your call center can result in; missing a diagnosis early on, when chances of 
correction are best (and easiest), continued erosion in terms of performance and increased costs. All of which can 
negatively impact on brand loyalty, market share and ultimately our own career prospects. 
 
I believe it was best stated in those Fram Oil filter TV ads from long ago, which commented on the interdependency 
of the oil filter and your cars’ overall health…”You can pay me now or pay me later.” 
 

Let us know what you think of this article or any suggestions you have for future issues by email at 

feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com . 

Poll of the Month 

Each month on the TRG website (www.thetaylorreachgroup.com ) we ask you to cast your vote in our monthly poll.  

"Which Workforce Management 
application do you employ?"

, Aspect
32%

IEX, 16%, Pipkins
5%

, Witness
21%

, Excel
21%

 
We received more than 250 responses to last month’s poll.  

mailto:feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
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Poll Results:   

32% of respondents are employing Aspect (formerly TCS) for their WFM, 21% are using Witness (Blue Pumpkin), 21% are 
employing an Excel based model, 16% are using IEX and only 5% employ Pipkins or use another application. 

The traditional players were all well represented in this exercise and the only real surprise here was the percentage of 
respondents who are (still) using an Excel based model for their WFM needs. 

Visit the TRG website www.thetaylorreachgroup.com and weigh in on this months poll: “Can Call Centers Partner to 
eliminate the need for Outsourcing? 

Do you have an idea for an upcoming poll? If so we would love to hear it.  

Please email your suggestion to feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com                   

Outsourcing:  Hope is Not a 
Strategy 
Almost every day we read about another company or organization announcing that they are outsourcing or off-
shoring some function or work, often call centers. It is now fashionable to do so. For example just today I read that 
43 states have outsourced federal programs they administer. One hears less frequently of the failures and problems 
associated with unsuccessful outsourcing or are provided with any learning of how to avoid these issues. In fact 
according to Deloitte Consulting some 70% of survey respondents reported significantly negative outsource 
experiences. 
 
All outsourcing follows a distinct pattern of three stages: Stage One - Preparation Evaluation and Planning, Stage Two 
– Proposals, Assignment and Transition,  Stage Three: Maintenance, Monitoring and Oversight. Successful projects are 
those where the management is attentive to the details of all three stages and possesses the skills to ensure the 
disciplines for each are followed. We will focus here on Stage One considerations. 
 
The first and most common point of failure is the skipping over Stage One and jumping directly to a proposal from 
the vendors either domestically or offshore. This happens so often that some vendors count on it for part of their 
profit.  
 
2500 years ago Sun Tzu wrote in the Art of War in the chapter on Offensive Strategy:  

o Know the enemy & know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril. 
o When you are ignorant of the enemy, but know yourself, your chances of winning or losing are 

equal. 
o If ignorant of both your enemy and of yourself you are certain in every battle to be in peril. 

 
It is this ignorance of one’s self, or organization that is the cause of much peril for the organizations outsourcing their 
call centers and customer service. One good practice is to have a thorough audit done of the call centers or other 
functions to be outsourced. This puts the client organization in a better position to deal with the vendors and others 
who come calling. Knowing what is; aids with the negotiations, the estimates of what it will take to move over, what 
will be saved, what the goal of the exercise is and how much money needs spending to achieve the end. Knowing 
“what you don’t know”, allows you to focus on solution providers who may have expertise which you lack internally. 
It should be kept in mind that generally speaking outsourcers do not “fix” dysfunctional processes or mismatched 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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alignment related issues. Outsourcers simply replicate what you have been doing and do it for less based upon their 
economies of scale and/or dollar arbitrage. Addressing fundamental and structural issues before outsourcing can 
dramatically improve the likelihood of success. 
 
 
Again from Sun Tzu’s estimates:  With many calculations one can win. With few one cannot. How much less a chance 
of victory has one who makes none at all? 
 
There are number of outsourcing checklists are available. Most often these are developed by vendors to aid the 
transfer of your business to them. What is less apparent is the “why” behind the questions posed, to facilitate the 
“how” of outsourcing. 
 
Why is outsourcing being considered? 
If the only answer is cost, then have all other approaches to reducing the demand and effort required to complete the 
work been exhausted? Changes to marketing, sales, service or service offerings can often generate as much if not 
more long term savings than outsourcing alone. This is important because once the work is outsourced; changing 
anything; the processes etc. usually becomes much more difficult and longer to affect. For instance, if the vendor is 
paid on the number of talk-time minutes, there is no reason for them to aid in strategies to significantly reduce the 
number of calls or the call length, since this affects their revenue base. Since the vendors are now closer to the calls, 
demand, they are likely to see opportunities to reduce the demand before the client company does. Unless there are 
very good controls and transparency to the relationship and work, clients may never see these opportunities. 
 
Vendors also often count on the client firms to overlook being organized with good documentation. Additional tasks 
and activities that were not clearly identified up front, can drive up the costs and sometimes cause the outsourcing 
projects to fail, do to a cost is higher then it was in-house. 
 
What is the size of the project and revenue in relationship to the vendor revenues?  
Many companies and their staff considering outsourcing want to go with a large secure vendor in order to minimize 
risk. The old adage “Nobody gets fired for buying from IBM” comes to mind here. The risk is that many companies 
the amount of work is a fraction of the vendors’ total revenues and therefore the work will not get the time and 
attention it deserves from their senior managers and experienced staff. Many organizations simply become a small fish 
in a very big bowl. Too small a vendor and the risk is the opposite. The client is too large a portion of their revenues. 
Any hiccup in vendors operation, financing, staff and the client is left high and dry with little or no means of recourse 
or recovery. To solve this last risk many clients spread the work over multiple vendors, thereby compounding the 
management oversight required to keep the quality of work at their standards, multiplying the reporting issues and 
points of failure. 
 
What is the exact extent of the work and functions being considered for outsourcing?  
This question requires that a detailed Scope of Work document be developed. The organization must examine every 
aspect of the activities they are considering to outsource. Once again effort that is invested here can pay huge 
dividends and those who gloss over this step will dramatically increase their likelihood of failure. Again a detailed 
assessment of the call center encompassing all of it’s’ activities can provide the basis for this document. 
 
When was the last set of process maps done for all functions in the center?  
If the answer is “we don’t have any” then they need developing before sending them to an outsourcer. The vendor 
will usually do as you ask. With good up-to-date documentation this is relatively simple. Without it, the transition is 
fraught with risk to both the client company and the outsourcer. Without definition and boundaries both firms will 
have difficulty achieving the goal of reducing cost and maintaining good quality customer service.  
 
It is dangerous to think of call centers as only cost centers. Remember that your call center is likely the primary 
communications channel for customer interactions. In fact there are only two types of calls that any organization will 
receive in their call center; Fault calls and Value calls. Fault calls arise due to some action taken or not taken by the 
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organization that requires a customer to call to ‘Fix’ something and Value call generates revenue. In our experience 
most call centers expend fully a third of their call center efforts (and budgets) dealing with Fault calls. Looking at the 
work in the center should reveal details as the number and ratio’s of fault versus value calls. If the issue is one of 
absolute costs, then what is the value of having a center in the first place? Sell to the customers and forget giving any 
service. There must be some value or the center would not have been started. Call centers and customer service 
defends the revenue and customer base generated by sales and marketing. Unfortunately the following is also true. 
 

“54% of customer have a lower opinion of a company/brand following a contact with that company’s call 
center then they had before the transaction” – Transveral Study 

 
One goal of outsourcing could be to increase the level of service while either reducing or maintaining the costs. This 
is a laudable goal and a worthy one to pursue. If this is the intent it is even more important to do it right.  
 
How will you measure the Outsourcing project? 
Some organizations who examine the outsourcing option fail to properly prepare themselves to assess the success or 
failure of the relationship. It is critical that the metrics that will be employed to complete this assessment are known 
and in place. Further these comparisons must be ‘apples to apples’ and not to grapefruits. Don’t not measure the 
performance of the outsourcer to what you wished you could have achieved but rather to what you actually did 
achieve. This is true not only in securing pricing and negotiations but also in the day-to day management of the 
program.  
 
One client we worked with issued an RFP to outsource a part of their business and included mandatory service levels 
significantly greater than those achieved in the in-house center. The net result of course was that the outsource 
vendors priced the solution to the service level desired, which was more labor intensive and submitted the 
corresponding price. The Call Center manager used the RFP responses to justify retaining the business internally 
“since there was no cost advantage to outsource”. 
 
Similarly you must ensure that when comparing costs that the cost burdens are also equivalent; if rent was charged to 
the call center internally then rent relief or a credit should credited to the department if the work is outsourced and 
the space no longer required. 
 
Of course there are other metrics beyond the financial; customer retentions (churn), average order value, customer 
satisfaction etc. Regardless of the metric(s) employed be sure that you maintain a level playing field and can compare 
‘apples to apples’. Also make it abundantly clear to any potential outsource provider the metrics you will require and 
how you want to view them.  
 
Check References: 
While this seems obvious, we have seen companies that expend significantly more time and effort checking the 
references and background of a new TSR, than they do checking the references and background of a potential 
supplier who will invoice the company millions of dollars. Ask for references, ask for references that are similar to 
your needs, Nobody wants to be a guinea pig. Then check the references, bear in mind that the company will only 
provide those references where it expects a positive response, so also ask for former customers in the same or a 
similar vertical. When doing reference checks ensure you do more than just verify they worked together; ask how 
the relationship was managed, how disputes were resolved, speed of action, sense of urgency and about the access to 
management. The answers to these questions will give you an insight to how the company is operated and where 
their priorities lie. Addressing this in advance will eliminate potential problems downstream. 
 
Sun Tzu, “So assess them to find out their plans, both successful and the failures. Incite them to action in order to 
find out the patterns of their movement and rest”. This is always good advice in battle or in business. 
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Newsworthy 

In this regular column we review the latest news, predictions and trends impacting on the Call Center / Customer 
Interaction Industry. 

Only 44% of Customer facing support is free 

A study completed by SupportIndustry.com confirmed that 56% of customer facing support is fee based. Other key 
study findings included:  
-33% of companies implement self service technologies to increase efficiency, versus 19% to reduce cost, 17% to 
reduce volumes and 15% to improve customer satisfaction.  
-Almost 30% of respondents are outsourcing some support activities, up 8% from 2004. A further 17% of 
organizations stated they plan to outsource some support activities in the next year. 
TRG 
 
Partnering an Alternative to Outsourcing? 

Can call centers partner with other call centers and eliminate the need to outsource? This has been a question I have 
encountered many times over the past 25 years. It seems to make so much sense find a call center with counter-
cyclical volumes and seasonality to your own and swap or share staff. The article in the Wall Street Journal on 
Monday April 10th cites the example of 1-800 Flowers and Choice Hotels who have done just that.  
 
They identified the counter cyclical patterns and cross trained their staff. This process will also improve the variety of 
work and agent can do and may therefore improve employee morale and reduce attrition.  
 
Can other organizations benefit from this type of partnership?  
Of course the key is to find the correct partner.  
TRG 
 
Most States Off-Shore Government programs 

A recent report by the General Accountability Office (GAO) reported that 43 states are using offshore companies to 
deliver at least one federal program.  
31 States do so for Food Stamp program,  
16 for Temporary Assistance to Needy Families program,  
13 to enforce child support payments,  
9 to administer unemployment insurance claims,  
Reported saving ranged from .3% to 24%.  
The most frequently cited complaint was the difficulty understanding the Customer Service Representatives' English.  
Only two states prohibit the offshoring of federal programs they administer. 
TRG 
 
Jupiter: Email Customer Service Woefully Unresponsive 

Though 92 percent of ecommerce websites offer email as a customer-support option, only 41 percent of those sites 
acknowledge receipt of customers' messages with automated email responses, according to a new JupiterResearch 
report. The retail category results remained relatively consistent with previous years', but in other industries, such as 
finance and travel, auto-acknowledgement decreased significantly. Since 2000, the number of sites responding to 
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emails within 24 hours continues to decrease, according to the report, titled "U.S. Customer Service & Support 
Metrics, December 2005."  
 
Only 45 percent of sites resolved email inquiries within 24 hours; however, fully 39 percent of sites took three days 
or longer or did not respond at all. JupiterResearch points to two factors for such unresponsiveness: the continuing 
increase in email volume and broad failure among contact centers to invest in appropriate email handling technology.  
"Failure to resolve requests via email is driving continued use of cost-intensive telephone work, negating any potential 
cost savings from handling inquiries via email," said David Schatsky, SVP of Research at JupiterResearch.  
VOX 
 
Philippine President Orders call centre school 

Philippines President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo has ordered the government’s manpower development authority to 
set up a school for call center services. In her brief message at the inauguration of the new call center facility of 
Sutherland Global Services at the Export-Import Plaza in Makati City yesterday, Arroyo also asked the Technical 
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) to provide a scholarship program for 100,000 young Filipinos.  
 
Arroyo said the school for call centers would ensure that investors had access to a steady and adequate pool of 
trained workers. TESDA chairman Augusto Syjuco Jr. said the President has increased the agency's 50-million-peso 
budget to 500 million pesos to ensure adequate funding for call center programs.  
 
Call centers are among the country's growth industries. From 2,000 employees in 2001, the outsourcing industry now 
employs 125,000 Filipinos. The government expects job generation in call centers to reach two million by 2010.  
Asia Pacific Call Centre News 
 

Local.com Offers Pay-Per-Call Advertising  

Interchange Corp. has instituted pay-per-call advertising on the Internet search engine Local.com in partnership with 
the Jambo Advertising Network, which is operated by Los Angeles-based Jambo.  
 
Local.com generated more than 8 million unique month visitors in January and more than 39 million page views, up 
from 6. 9 million unique visitors and 33 million page views in December 2005.  
 
"Our pay-per-call technology enables Local.com to give businesses phone calls in addition to clicks," said John 
Melideo, CEO of Jambo in a statement.  
 
Jambo sells pay-per-call advertising packages to local merchants that don't have Web sites or otherwise advertise 
online.  
DirectNewsline 
   

Ask the Experts
The following are actual questions posed to the TRG experts. You can pose your questions on our website. 

Trough of Despair 

Question: “I was a meeting the other day where one of the Managers suggested that the biggest challenge with an 
oncoming initiative was going to be the ‘Trough of Despair’ and I had never heard this term before. What is it and how will 
affect our call center project”
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Expert Response: 
The term ‘Trough of Despair’, refers to a common occurrence with any new project or initiative. The name originates with 
the decline in benefit or effective that is often seen after initial success. This can occur for a number of reasons including 
underlying operations, alignment or process issues, but often can traced directly back to a reduction in management support 
and attention to a project. 

Improvement Process

Time

Be
ne

fit
s

Initial benefits maximized

Trough of Despair

Long Term Success

 
 
The following is a pattern we have seen hundreds of times…a company announces a new and significant new initiative, 
complete with employee communications, staff meetings, banners, golf shirts and contests. The level of management and 
involvement of the senior managers is palpable and evident to all staff. The program succeeds wildly out of the gate and very 
quickly begins to deliver the expected and forecast benefits. But then the results tail off and the benefits attained seem to 
erode quickly. This erosion occurs in many cases very close to when the senior managers move on to another project or 
task. It is as if the senior staff says to themselves, “there well that’s done on to the next challenge”.  What is generally 
happening however is a combination of events; yes the senior managers have reduced their involvement and their public 
profile to other staff, the contests have ended, any associated launch incentives have also come to a close and it appears to 
the line staff that this is no longer a priority. As a result the results and benefits are diminished and settle into a trough.  
Once recognized the managers realize that success is an on-going process and requires on-going support so they introduce 
on-going staff communication, new metrics to recognize the best performers, enhanced training and staff support and regular 
updates from the senior managers. This again begins the process up the benefit curve and should lead to long term success if 
the initiative is sound. 
Of course if there had been better planning in advance by the management group they would have realized that it takes time 
to form any habit or to habitualize any behavior. Big splashy announcements, contests and incentives will achieve short term 
focus and short term results however these benefits vanish once the honeymoon period ends. Developing a sustainable in 
your center requires that you develop and drive adoption of a new way of doing things with all of the support systems, 
metrics and motivation. By doing this you can avoid the ‘Trough of Despair’. 

How would you have answered this question? Let us know at feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com     

mailto:feedback@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Inside TRG
Up coming TRG speaking events 

John Cockerill will be speaking at an upcoming ICSA conference May 10th and 11th in Toronto on “Quality 
Assurance: What is being Assured” John’s session is on May 10th at 12:50pm. For more information or to register visit 
www.icsa.on.ca
 
Lots of call centers have Quality Assurance (QA) programs. John presents a compelling argument that many are 
wrongly focused, most often on the agents not on what is important to the customers and callers. Small changes to 
most QA programs generate huge dividends. Changes to: focus and purpose, what is collected, how it is analyzed, to 
whom it is reported. These transform a chore into a tool around which everyone can rally and willingly participates 
in. He uses everyday examples, a few numbers and persuasive logic to show how to do the same in any center using 
any QA program. 
 
Customer Reach® continues to gain new subscribers 

With this months issue Customer Reach® will be distributed to more than 2,500 subscribers around the globe. Our readers 

continue to tell us that the publication is meaningful to them and provides them with a wealth of information and great ideas 

they can implement in their own center. In fact 53% of our readers have implemented change in their center based upon 

ideas they read about in Customer Reach.  

Please pass along your issue to a friend or colleague or suggest they register to receive their own copy they can do so at 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/onlineNewsletter.php  

We need your help. We want to ensure that the articles, polls and questions we feature in Customer Reach are meaningful 

and applicable to you in your center. Please share with us your comments, ideas and suggestions regarding how we can 

improve on our newsletter. Please email Michelle Fernandes the Editor of Customer Reach at 

customerreach@thetaylorreachgroup.com .  

 
Back issues of Customer Reach® now available 

The entire collection of Customer Reach® newsletters, going back to April 2004 are now available on cd or in PDF. 

Please contact Crystal MacIntyre at 905-426-5055 or via email at cmacintyre@thetaylorreachgroup.com if you 

would like to receive a complimentary copy. 

 

 

http://www.icsa.on.ca/
http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/onlineNewsletter.php
mailto:customerreach@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:cmacintyre@thetaylorreachgroup.com
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Case Study 

In this regular column we review the successes that TRG is part of. 

Assisted a Major bank to review its' Customer Interaction processes and 
identified more than $5 million dollars of operational efficiencies 

 

The Challenge: 

A national network of call centers, significant staff turnover, unhappy customers, uncertainty regarding the benefits of 
outsourcing and challenges associated with delivering the value they sought from their call center channel. These 
were some of the challenges facing one of the largest financial institutions in Australia when they began speaking to 
Colin Taylor.  
 

The Process: 

Colin and his team of consultants began at the beginning, a Strategic Assessment a full end-to-end review of each of 
the 'moving-parts' within the call center infrastructure. The sweeping engagement assessed the people in the call 
centers, their skills and competencies, the processes, procedures, operational methodologies, technologies, quality 
and service practices and business objectives. With a number of centers and thousands of agents this was a significant 
exercise in terms of scope.  
 

The Solution: 

The bank employed state of the art, best of breed technologies and had invested heavily in self-service and workforce 
management solutions. Their operational methodology was based on a very successful internationally accepted 
model…so what was the problem?  

There were fundamental gaps in the process maps and invalid assumptions being employed in defining the objectives 
and means to attaining these objectives.  

By vetting and re-engineering the process maps, procedures and operational methodology we ensured that the 
objectives of the organization could be met. In the process we streamlined the use and application of the existing 
technology and implemented a limited outsource relationship, both of which improved efficiency and reduced 
expense.  

 

The Result: 

The bank improved its customer satisfaction, reduced turnover and leveraged enhanced benefits from their 
technology investments. In addition they established an outsource relationship that allowed them better control on 
the call patterns arriving in their captive centers which improved the center performance, as well as employee 
morale. The re-engineering process improvement, leveraged technology and outsource combined to total more than 

$5,000,000 in annual operational cost savings!    
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The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting 

services that deliver Operational Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations. 

Award winning service and more than 100 years of industry experience serving ‘Fortune 1000’ 

companies. Extensive North American and International experience with both captive (in-house) and 

outsource centers.  

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center 

Contact Center Consulting, Customer Satisfaction, Contact Center Technology, Sales & Telesales 

Consulting and General Management consulting services provided. 

Award winning service...Reach Beyond!  

Phone or email Colin Taylor today at 905-426-5055  

By email at  ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com . 

Offices in North America & Australia 

 

TRG are proud members of: 

 

   
 

 

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. 
31 Barr Road 

Ajax ON 

L1S 3Y1 
Phone:  905-426-5055 

Fax:      905-426-6793 

E-mail:  info@thetaylorreachgroup.com 

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com      

mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
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